pronounced ‘Secure It’
THE BEST KEY MANAGEMENT
SOLUTION ON THE MARKET
Smarter
More secure
Intuitive software
100% Australian made

BETTER PHYSICAL SECURITY
There’s nothing plastic about a C.Q.R.iT®! Metal locks, metal
keys and metal Tamper-Proof Key Rings®.
It’s as easy as turning a key - our solid holder keys aren’t
susceptible to dirt or breakage. They just work!
Even the door has a two-point locking system.
OVERRIDE KEY
Each cabinet has an override key which is used to access
the electronics for upgrades or services. Some other
products on the market use the same key for EVERY cabinet
worldwide. We provide a unique key to every customer
meaning no one else can break into your cabinet.
EASIER TO USE
Less time spent at cabinet - key #1 is removed and
returned to position #1 first time AND every time, which
means fewer queues during peak times.
No confusion - the display screen on the cabinet gives you
all the information you need, plus the status of each key
position is provided by a multi-coloured LED (off, green,
orange or red).
The software is the most user-friendly and
technically-advanced on the market. Even the most complex
key access arrangements are simple.

CIC TECHNOLOGY

PLAYS WELL WITH OTHERS
Whatever access control you already use, C.Q.R.iT® will
integrate with it seamlessly.
Access can be granted using any biometric input, even facial
recognition.
AUSTRALIAN MADE
100% Australian owned and made, this cabinet looks good
because it is!
We maintain our own R&D unit in the Nation’s Capital - not
only do we continue to advance the capabilities of our
system, but our levels of customer support are
second-to-none.
KEY RINGS
The key rings we use are the best on the market.
Constructed of stainless steel, they seal permanently into a
continuous loop. No plastic joins that are both weak and
bulky.
Available in solid or flexible, they are uniquely serialised
making substitution without detection impossible.

The C.Q.R.iT® range is a self-sufficient key
management system that does all the
legwork. It’s easy to use, reliable and secure!
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